We do not permit on street drone filming in the borough of Wandsworth.
Filming permission may be given if the flight path is within these 3 areas of Battersea Park;

The British Genius Site
All Weather Pitches
The Fountains

All locations are subject to availability and must be policed by Parks Police.

If Filming is agreed by the Film Office, permission from the CAA shall be sought in advance for the use of drones. If permission is granted, then the following conditions for their use shall apply:

• The Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) regulations for the flying of drones shall be adhered to at all times.
• Drones shall only be piloted by professional pilots who hold a drone pilots licence issued by the CAA.
• The conditions stipulated in the drone pilots licence shall be adhered to at all times.
• The Hirer shall be responsible for keeping the diameter of any exclusion zone on the ground (as contained in the pilot’s licence) clear at all times that the drone is airborne.
• Drones shall not be permitted to overfly the boundary of any park or open space.
  (for the British Genius Site/All Weather Pitches, they should not overfly the boundary of the BGS or AWP into the park. Boundary for filming by Fountains to be agreed by Film Office)
• The Hirer shall provide the pilot licence, a method statement, flight plan, risk assessment and public liability insurance from the operator.
• The Hirer shall confirm that notification of drone flights has been given to Battersea Heliport as deemed necessary by the OIC.
• Drones restricted to height limit of 400ft for all flights

Private Land within the Borough of Wandsworth

Productions can go ahead with drone filming over private land, so long as they have permission from the land owner and a licence from the CAA.
The drone must stay within the controlled zone specified by the CAA and adhere to the CAA regulations at all times.
The device must not fly within 50 meters of a road or public footpath (or fly directly overhead of any people or vehicles not in the drone pilot’s control).